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Today we cannot talk about one agricultural household economy, which 
are based just on agriculture. The diversification process and integration 
of more economic branch give essential change in agricultural household 
economy structure in the life of the rural and the habitants of this. Among 
a lot of activities that are presented now in mountain region of Romania 
one important role and with expansion tendency are represented by 
tourism activity. 
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RESULTS AND DEBATES 
Through its natural, as well as anthropic potential, the Vatra-Dornei 

spa, more precisely, the Dorna Depression imposes itself on national and 
international plane, being at the same time among the main touristic areas in 
Romania. 

The scientific subjects, which have touristic activity as objective of 
research, are various from economy and organization of tourism, to 
marketing in tourism; from statistics and strategy in tourism to the 
geography of tourism. 

This very work, having the title ”Strategies of tourism development 
concerning the Vatra-Dornei spa (after 1989) ” pursues to present the 
natural and anthropic touristic potential, its capitalization at the time being, 
as well as the premises and strategical directions of development in this 
downstream area. The conceived projects regarding this were thought and 
realized according to the natural, anthropic, social and economic elements, 
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which are the basis of proper working of touristic activity in Vatra Dornei 
spa, but also in the closeness. 

In order to obtain the information needed for this work, travelling to 
the downstream of Dorna Depression and to Vatra Dornei spa was 
absolutely necessary. To achieve this, we contacted different institutions and 
offices of those institutions: The Vatra Dornei Town Hall through its 
departments of Strategic Development and European Integration, but also 
The Office of Promotion and Development of Tourism and Mountain 
Rescue. 

This work comprises four chapters which try to present the fact that 
the natural and anthropic potential is not enough for the development of a 
touristic area, and it should be sustained through proper management for the 
specific area, by economic power and a good strategy in order to fit out and 
arrange the existing touristic region, as well as starting new projects for 
obtaining of complementary revenue, but also the rising of the living 
standard. 

Brief history 
The first writhen sources about the Vatra Dornei locality date from 

4th May 1600, and in the year of 1775 Dorna would come under the Austrian 
influence. Among the old historians only Dimitrie Cantemir was interested 
in the existence of these places (the subject was vastly presented in his work 
named”Descriptio Moldaviae”) which he placed in the same category with 
those from Vrancea. 

There is no history of this area based on writhen documents, the only 
information, even that incomplete, belongs to works such as: ”The 
Monographs of Moldova” printed in 1889 by George de Catargi, Eduard 
Fischer and Lidislau Zurkowschi or in ”Topography of Bucovina” by dr. 
Daniel Vernea. There is also ”The History of the Câmpulung Forest Word” 
printed in 1960 by Teodor Bălan. 

Once under the Austrian domination in 1775, the documents relate 
about the suffering to which the Austrian domination subdued these 
localities. Some of Dorna’s localities were under Habsburg occupation: 
Vatra Dornei, Poiana Stampei, Dorna Cândrenilor, Iacobeni, Ciocăneşti, 
while the order localities remained on the territory of Moldova: Dorna 
Arini, Şaru Dornei. The dwellers fought for almost a centry in order that 
their rights by recognized. 
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Thus, at the end of this century, mineral maters are used for 
therapeutically purposes for the first time. In 1788, R. Haquet presents the 
tests of the mineral maters from Şarul Dornei şi Vatra Dornei. The official 
recognition of the mineral streams importance is owed to the studies from 
1805 of doctor Ignatzing Plusch who proposed a project of watering places 
fitting out, project approved through the administration Decree on 17th 
January 1881. A new stage in the development of the spa was recorded in 
1895. At that time, the geologist Stur undertook a geology study of the land, 
whose basis was the project of development after 1895. In the same year 
there were made tests on the peat from Poiana Stampei, afterwards being 
given to use the first installations for application of medicinal mud treatment 
(fashionable at that time). 

All these fitting outs led to the increase of tourist’s number, and also 
of touristic demand. The number of persona increased from 400 in 1880 to 
587 in 1896, so that in 1905 to be recorded a number of 2144 persons. 

During the 1896-1897 period of time, the main touristic objectives of 
the Vatra Dornei spa were: the Vatra Dornei Casino, The Local Palace, The 
National Palace, Stream ”Ioan”, Stream ”Ferdinand” and Stream 
”Sentinela”, The Marin Station, The Spa Station, The Catholic Church and 
The Jewish Temple. The touristic activity was impelled by the rapid pace of 
communication means construction, starting, especially from the second 
part of XVIII century, which connected the mountainous touristic areas with 
great urban centres coterminous of Carpathian Mountains (the building of 
highway Câmpulung Moldovenesc – Vatra Dornei – Poiana Stampei – Pasul 
Tihuţa). 

 
Strategically direction of development and improvement of touristic 

activities 
Vatra Dornei, through its mineral water resources, natural cure 

factors, natural and rich potential, as well as the anthropic one, made 
possible the long-term development of tourism in this area. 

This area offer conditions of touristic activities progress and more. 
First of all, the existence of mineral maters with therapeutically properties 
and peat lad, to the development of watering tourism; the location of the 
town in an extremely, beautiful mountainous area made possible the 
arrangement of slides and, thus, the development of entertainment tourism. 
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The need of diversification and appearance of new types of touristic 
activities, the pollution of urban environment, the necessity of silent places 
and rest led to the appearance of a new activity, that of agrotourism and 
rural tourism where the natural auspicious area represented the main 
element. 

In this area, agrotourism is a new activity, a complementary one, 
which will never replace the main activity creating new jobs for the 
population in the area, whose professional preparation is not advantage in 
finding a post. 

Even if the area benefits by a natural and anthropic touristic 
potential, this is not sufficient for the development of touristic activity as 
there are needed equipments of public utility, infrastructure at a good level, 
but also to offer business opportunities to foreign as well as local investors. 

In order to achieve this, Vatra Dornei Town Hall, in collaboration 
with other institutions, established a few projects which are to be applied, 
projects that pursue the development of infrastructure, arrangement and 
rearrangement of infrastructure, arrangement and rearrangement of some 
buildings and parks, the increase of services’ quality, the promotion of the 
area, and, of course, of the spa, but also the reduction of the impact that 
local people and tourists too have on the on the environment. 

Vatra Dornei municipality benefits by a wide network of hotels, 
touristic and agrotouristic pensions, chalets, bars and discos. The 
accommodation is done in 13 hotels, 5 villas, and a chain of touristic 
pensions and places of accommodation in family dwellings, about 22oo 
places. 

Touristic structures in Vatra Dornei 
Strategic directions of development 
The strategically concept of development consists of economic 

development of the city owed to its geostrategic location, as well as the 
capacity of attracting economic (investment) companies (activities). For this 
there must be taken into consideration three directions: 

• increase of city attractively level (through its image and 
quality of life standard improvement); 

• facilities of attracting private companies (through 
infrastructure  investments, offer of land, and buildings, 
services, etc.); 
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• different attitude of population concerning the use of 
resources. 

The main objectives of lasting development of Vatra Dornei city 
consists in: 

• development of basic infrastructure 
• environment protection 
• reduction of poverty; 
• development and promotion of tourism; 
• urban regeneration. 

The development of basic infrastructure consists of rehabilitation 
and modernization of street network, of dwellings, building, rehabilitation 
of thermo system of the city, supporting the IMM-s for development of 
services and productive activities, development of transport infrastructure. 

Another strategically objective is represented by the increase of 
economic potential of the area, through the use, in a more lasting way, of 
natural resources in Vatra Dornei area, as well as utilization of goods and 
services given by the natural capital in Vatra Dornei Region. 

The urban regeneration is realized through rehabilitation of buildings 
of patrimony value, as well as the improvement of conditions for students. 
More precisely, the consolidation and arrangement of the spa, casino, and 
restoration in the touristic circuit, project estimated around the value of 4,2 
millions. It’s a period of 4 years, the building of new schools and 
rehabilitation of those that already exist. 

When elaborating the strategies of development, as well as the 
directions of improvement, there must be taken into account the level of 
poverty and the trial to reduce it. 

There are more points of starting this, as: the development of social 
services for persons having difficulties (underage children, old persons and 
disabled persons), professional reorientation, informing children and young 
persons and their involvement in the issue of the locality, improvement of 
health services. 

At the basis of these objectives lay a series of projects realized 
through the collaboration of Vatra Dornei Town Hall with other institutions 
in the county (Suceava Town Hall, Service of Urbanism and Territory 
Arrangement), but also NGO-s. 
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In accordance with the data recorded by the County Agency for 
occupancy of Labour, there is noticed that the rate of unemployment met a 
maximum value in 2000, 9,39%  under the level of the unemployment rate 
recorded in Suceava County, (12%) and the rate of unemployment in the 
whole county (10,5%).  In 2001, this has decreased to 4,27% and 4,54% in 
2002. 

In accordance with the data assumed by the County Board of 
Statistics, Suceava, in connection with the number of employees in the last 7 
years, it is noticed the fact that their number decreased from about 6,831 
employees in 1995, to 4,939 employees in 2001. 

Vatra Dornei benefits by a natural touristic potential, rich in mineral 
water resources with therapeutically properties and natural cure factors, all 
these leading to the development of watering tourism and not only. 

The protection of natural environment is one of the main objectives 
of lasting development in Vatra Dornei municipality. 

Through this it is pursued: 
• improvement of water quality; 
• integrated management of urban waste; 
• creation of saplings nursery; 
• Rehabilitation of Municipal Park. 

Having these main objectives, The Hall of Vatra Dornei 
Municipality conceived a series of projects in order to achieve these 
aforementioned objectives, as it follows: ”The integrated management of 
waste in Vatra Dornei municipality”, ”Rehabilitation of the water treatment 
station and extension of the drinking water supply network”, ”Fitting out of 
used water cleaning station, as well as rehabilitation and extension of 
sewerage system”, ”Save the wood”, ”Rehabilitation of the Municipal 
Palik”, ”Rearrangement and creation of green spaces with entertainment 
places for children”. 

Through these programmes and projects are pursued a series of 
aspects with advantages for tourists as well as for the population of this 
town. Thus, it is tried a development of some economic and touristic 
activities in areas where there is no water network; improvement of drinking 
water quality; increase of services. 

When it comes to natural environment protection, the management 
of waste represents a priority, so it is necessary to create a strategy of 
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marketing for development of a lucrative business of recycled urban waste. 
The application do this strategy can lead to an increase of recycled waste 
volume, the land where the old waste platform functioned could be used for 
other purposes; there are thus created opportunities for the increase of job 
numbers, this will lead to lasting development and foreign investments. 

The local authority pursues the modernization and technologization 
of the processes of gathering, transport and storage of waste, all these with 
financial support from local budget, for acquisition of auto presses of waste 
and a number of 10 eurobins, in order to transport the domestic waste and a 
number of 10 eurobins, in order to transport the domestic waste from 
downtown and from the area of the spa. 

The air quality in Dorna area is high thanks to the presence of 
coniferous woods there (fir, pine, spruce fir); through their resin and 
evergreen leaves they realize a permanent oxygenation of the atmosphere. 

The water quality from Bistriţa river is integrated in category I of 
quality, but shows high concentration at some metal indicators (zinc, iron, 
mangan), because of the mining exploitations upstream. Dorna river 
confluences with Bistriţa, and is part of category I in quality, improving the 
quality of Bistriţa river after confluence and remaining the main source of 
drinking water in the town. 

The dominant types of soils in this depression are the brown ones 
and the yellowish wood soils favourable to coniferous woods, good quality 
hay, meadows and fodder tilled plants. 

In the area of Bistriţa and Dorna plains, as well as the plains of the 
main streams, alluvia soils separated themselves, each having different 
stages of evolution, then, on vertical on the crystalline formations, brown 
acid soils developed. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The strategically concept of development consists of economic 

development of the city owed to its geostrategic location, as well as the 
capacity of attracting economic (investment) companies (activities). For this 
there must be taken into consideration three directions: increase of city 
attractively; facilities of attracting private companies; develop basic 
structure; different attitude of population concerning the use of resource; 
develop and promotion of tourism. 

The need of diversification and appearance of new types of touristic 
activities, the pollution of urban environment, the necessity of silent places 
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and rest led to the appearance of a new activity, that of agrotourism and 
rural tourism where the natural auspicious area represented the main 
element. 

In this area, agrotourism is a new activity, a complementary one, 
which will never replace the main activity creating new jobs for the 
population in the area, whose professional preparation is not advantage in 
finding a post. 
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